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Figure repository A3. Elemental maps made of specimens used in this study

Figure A3.1: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3B3-#5
Figure A3.2: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3D1e-#1
Figure. A3.3: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3D1e-#1 zoom-in
Figure A3.4: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3D1e-#2
Figure A3.5: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3D1e-#3
Figure A3.6: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3E1a-#4
Figure A3.7: Specimen 08-SX-DST3-3E1b-#1
Figure A3.8: Specimen J.LW-18F-#1
Figure A3.9: Specimen J LW-27Af-#1
Figure A3.10: Specimen J.L.W-27Af-#2
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Figure A3.11: Specimen SBT-9-#3
Figure A3.12: Specimen SFT-15-2-#9
Figure A3.13: Specimen SFT-15-2-#9 zoom-in
Figure A3.14: Specimen SFT-15-2-#11
Figure A3.15: Specimen SFT-15-2-#11 zoom-in
Figure A3.16: Specimens SFT-24-1-#6-7
Figure A3.17: Specimen 09-SX-DST-A6-#1
Figure A3.18: Specimen 09-SX-DST-F-#1
Figure A3.19: Specimen 09-SX-DST-F#2
Figure A3.20: Specimen MH-7-#1
Figure A3.21: Specimen 03-WH-1#1